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ATTN: A : s) FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (62-6115) t 
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KENNEDY, 11/22763,: DALLAS, ~-- : 
TEXAS. ° os . MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING | 

Investigation - an 5000 West Roosevelt. 
Road, Chicago, Illinois,has reflected that all records ~ 

{ “pertaining to the shipment of 6.5 caliber Italian Carbines 
Io to Aldens from Century Arms, Inc., have been destroyed 

  
d 9. with the exception of a microfilm of invoice number 
pie 145352, Century Arms, Inc. and Aldens checking slip number. 

293779 pertaining to this same shipment. These items sare 
' enclosed herewith for the Bureau. 2 > 

“< 
‘ . It should be noted that the above items do: not ; 

“ reflect any serial ers of the guns received and accord- 
5 . ing to Mr. ALB rLESKO, Manager, Accounting Department, | . 
: Aldens, no such records are maintained for more than one 

ee year following such shipments. Aa 
, : Charcecga we 

It is requested’ that the Laboratory prepare four 
photographic copies of the enclosed items, two to be furnished 
to the. President's Commission, one for the Bureau file, 

57, 
and one for the files o the Dallas Division. 
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